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activity in the market of oil products supply from the
Krasnoarmetskaya Refinery. The office for supply
formed in accordance with the Resolution of the Central
Executive Committee of the USSR of September 13, 1957,
and the order of the NKTP of September 28, 1937, No. 492.

A result of the privatization and corporatization of October 27,
1995 "NK-ROSNFT-RUSNEFT-KUBANEFTE-PT.RU"
transformed into JSC "Krasnoarmetskaya Refinery Joint
Stock Company". July 26, "96 was
reorganized as OJSC "NK-ROSNFT-KUBANEFTE-PT.RU"
in 2015. As of 2015, "NK-ROSNFT-KUBANEFTE-PT.RU"

NEWS

26 June 2017
Krasnoarmetskaya Refinery in 2017 plans to
equip its investment in 1.8 times

18 June 2017
JSC "NK-ROSNFT-KUBANEFTE-PT.RU"
can keep the
profits for 2016 undistributed

06 April 2017
Rosneft may change two representatives
About us

PSC "NK" Rosneft "Kubaneftepribor" began its activity in the market of oil products supply from the Krasnodar Territory Office for Supply, formed in accordance with the Resolution of the Central Executive Committee of the USSR of September 13, 1937 and the order of the NKTP of September 28, 1937 No. 493. During these years, Krasnodar regional office for supply has undergone a number of structural changes in its name and departmental affiliation. As a result of the privatisation and incorporation of October 27, 1996 No.1996 CAPI "Krasnodarimpexproduk" transformed into PSC "Kubaneftepribor"; June 24, 1996 was registered as OJSC "NK" Rosneft "Kubaneftepribor" in 2015 in PSC "NK" Rosneft "Kubaneftepribor"

The main activity of Kubaneftepribor is storage, marketing and sales of oil and oil products. The company consists of 20 tank farms, one gas filling station and 188 petrol stations.

The first filling stations were built in 1933 in Krasnodar: on the Rostov-Baku road, in the 50-60 years has built more than 527 thousand. M3 containers put into operation a number of oil depots. In 70-80 years, there was intensive construction of gas stations, oil depots, tank farm increased, implement